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SUMMARY This paper proposes a retargetable framework
for rapid evaluation of processor architecture, which represents
abstraction levels of architecture in a hierarchical manner. The
basis for such framework is a hierarchical architecture description
language, called XR2 , which describes architecture at three abstraction levels: instruction set architecture, pipeline architecture
and micro-architecture. In addition, a token-level computational
model for fast pipeline simulation is proposed, which considers
the minimal information required for the given performance measurement of the pipeline. Experimental result shows that tokenlevel simulation is faster than the traditional cycle-accurate one
by 50% to 80% in pipeline architecture evaluation.
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1. Introduction
The development of leading processors has well been
characterized by Moore's law1]. Moore's law says that
the amount of device integrated on a given silicon area
doubles every year. This law has held until the late
1970s, but the doubling period has increased to eighteen
month since late 1970s or early 1980s. Nevertheless,
this law can give us conviction that the improvement
of processor will continue.
Not only development of process technology but
also progress of processor architecture has made an important role. Actually, without the improvement of
process technology, architecture innovation can not be
re ected due to shortage of area and excessive power
consumption. But outstanding growth in process technology such as the deep sub-micron technology has enabled one to implement a very complex architecture on
a single die. Therefore, the progress in processor architecture can be made without considering the physical
integration ability.
Current needs require very complex architecture.
For example, IXP1200, a network processor from Intel,
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sor cores in total, one StrongARM core and six microengines2]. Each microengine is a multi-threaded processor for a zero-overhead context switching by supplying large register les which can hold up to 4 contexts
at the same time.
Architecture innovation results in a large and complex architecture design space. But there are two obstacles which impede exploration of the design space. One
is long evaluation time and the other is delayed development time of simulator for the new architecture. In
designing a processor with a top-down approach from
instruction set architecture to pipeline architecture, two
simulations are often necessary: instruction set simulation and cycle accurate simulation. One can evaluate
most performance indices necessary to select an architecture only by performing cycle accurate simulation.
The amount of operations to be performed at cycle accurate simulation is far more than that at instruction
set simulation. Thus, cycle accurate simulation takes
much more time than instruction set simulation. In addition, various techniques can be applied to instruction
set simulation such as compiled simulation3]. Similar
techniques can be applied to cycle accurate simulation,
but no signicant improvement in simulation time has
been made by such techniques.
In top-down design of processor architecture, a
higher level architecture can be synthesized into a set of
lower level alternatives. More specically, an instruction set architecture can be implemented by dierent
pipeline architectures. Thus, an architecture evaluation
step is such that for each instruction set architecture,
a number of cycle accurate simulation for alternative
pipeline architectures should be performed. This implies that improving simulation time for cycle accurate
simulation signicantly reduces architecture evaluation
cost.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a retargetable framework to support top-down design of processor architecture with an emphasis on fast simulation of pipeline architecture. The basis for such framework is a hierarchical architecture description language,
called XR2, which describes architecture at three abstraction levels: instruction set architecture, pipeline
architecture and micro-architecture. In addition, a
token-level computational model for fast pipeline sim-
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ulation is proposed, which considers the minimal information required for the given performance measurement of the pipeline.
The next section introduces the related works. Section 3 shows the overall structure of our framework including the background for the structure. The design
stage for instruction set architecture will be shown at
Section 4. The token-level model and simulation algorithm, which mostly dierentiate our framework from
others, is given at the Section 5. The eectiveness of our
framework will be proved by exemplifying ARM9TDMI
at the Section 6. In Section 7, we draw the conclusion
and further work.

2. Related Works
Two contexts will be introduced and compared as related works. One is the retargetable framework, most of
which adopts automatic simulator synthesis from processor description in ADL(architecture description language). The other is various techniques for fast evaluation of processor architecture.
2.1 Retargetable Framework
The most similar work with ours in terms of retargetable framework is the nML approach4]. The Target
Compiler technology5] supports a retargetable framework with the name of CHESS/CHECKER which is
based on the nML. The Sim-nML project, which is
in progress at IIT Kanpur6], also adopts nML as its
ADL. The processor description of nML consists of two
rules, mode rule for specifying addressing mode and
operation rule for instruction description. Both rules
can have syntax component for assembly code syntax,
image component for binary encoding and uses component for resource utilization. In addition, operation
rule has action component which contains the behavior to be executed for the operation. Retargetable
tools such as retargetable assembler generator, retargetable dis-assembler, retargetable functional simulator, retargetable timing simulator, retargetable compiler and retargetable processor synthesizer are under
development. It seems that many of them are in their
early stages of development7]. There are two levels of
simulator, retargetable functional simulator and retargetable timing simulator. 7] reports that the speed of
the functional simulator exceeds 1MIPS on host processor like 233MHz Pentium, but timing simulator is only
about 4000 instructions per seconds, which is too slow
to be used for large design space exploration.
EXPRESSION8] is a lisp-style ADL for automatic
generation of a retargetable toolkit. It supports mixed
behavioral/structural representation of a target processor and parameterization for hierarchical memory subsystem. The structural information includes functional
and storage units connected by pipeline and data trans-

fer paths. The data transfer path is a path between
functional unit and storage pipeline path is a path from
the very rst stage to the last stage consisting of functional units and pipeline registers. It also supports a
set of retargetable compiler and simulator. There are
two kinds of simulators, an exploration simulator for
fast design space exploration and a cycle-accurate simulator. In spite of the two kinds of simulator, much emphasis is on the cycle-accurate simulator that requires
mixed behavioral/structural representation.
LISA9] outperforms others in terms of simulation
performance by introducing various techniques such
as compiled simulation, dynamic scheduling and static
translation. We will review this method later.
ISDL10] is a machine description language designed to support automatic generation of an assembler, disassembler, code generator and instruction level
simulator, especially for VLIW processors. A designer
has only to describe operations and specify what operations can't be executed at the same time, to obtain
the toolkit. But the method of specifying constraint is
complex, therefore being easy to make errors. A timing
simulator is not available. But in many cases, VLIW
has very simple pipeline architecture, whose stages consume only one cycle. In addition, the compiler performs
every scheduling for VLIW processors. Therefore, designer would be able to predict the performance metrics
easily without timing simulation.
MDes11] and Tensilica12] attack the optimal
architecture-nding problem by assuming a basic processor template, HPL-PD and Xtensa respectively, with
parameterization and tuning it for application's sake.
Such methods can predict the performance-related metrics such as power and area accurately, but the design
space in which the processor architecture can vary is
small. That is, the degree of retargetability is low.
2.2 Improving Architecture Evaluation Speed
Many approaches have been attempted to improve the
evaluation cost of processor architecture. There is a
tradeo between evaluation cost and correctness of the
evaluated result. A typical approach for accelerating
the simulation of pipelined architecture is cycle-based
simulation13]. In contrast to event-driven simulation,
this method xes an execution sequence of entities that
comprises the overall architecture, and invokes all the
entities in that sequence. By removing the overhead of
event scheduling, it can achieve fast evaluation. The
more entities are active for each control step, the lower
the evaluation cost is. LISA framework9] tries to improve the simulation performance by moving instruction decoding, operation sequencing and operation instantiation to compile time.
Unlike simulation, analytic methods seek to
achieve fast evaluation time with sacricing evaluation correctness. 14] introduced a systematic sampling
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Fig. 1 XR2 : Design Stages
method that utilized contiguous traces of data. The
result showed about 15 times faster evaluation time
than that of simulation by sacricing the correctness
by 13 percents. However there is a problem: how faithfully the sampled trace represents original data. 15]
proposed an iterative sampling-verication-resampling
technique, which measures the representative of partial
data by instruction frequency, basic-block densities and
cache statistics. With initial clusters selected at random intervals, iterative checks are performed if they
represent the original benchmark. If not, new traces
are inserted. This method could guarantee accuracy,
but the sample is inclined to grow to the full trace. A
few more works are reported in this context. Nevertheless, how closely a sample trace represents the original
benchmark remains as a problem.
The proposed XR2(eXtensible, Recongurable
and Retargetable) framework provides top-down, hierarchical, seamless design ow for processor development. In addition, we introduced a new abstraction
level for pipelined architecture with which one can obtain the performance metrics in a rapid and correct
way.

3.

XR : Overview and Backgrounds
2

Considering the nature of processor design ow, we
have concluded that the following properties are helpful
to support a rapid exploration on a large design space.
 Hierarchical design: reducing design space at a
high level of abstraction leads to great reduction
of design space at low level of abstraction
 ADL(Architecture Description Language) based
on sound semantics: sound semantics enables us
to investigate and specify relationships between design parameters precisely. Furthermore, automatic
parameter change can be performed more conveniently and in a systematic way, which enables automatic design space exploration
 Retargetable framework: delayed development for
simulator for the architecture change is eliminated

We have concluded that the objective-driven modeling and simulation is the best choice for processor
design16]. Fig.1 shows the design stages which constitute our top-down design framework, the information
required at each design stage and the performance parameter obtainable by simulation of the stage. The
information necessary to implement each stage is enclosed to the same box with the corresponding stage.
For example, we only need behaviors of instructions
and addressing modes for HiXR2, while we need extra
data such as pipeline architecture and stage description
for Token-level LowXR2 .
Architecture
HiXR2

ISA

Pipeline

Tokenlevel

Cycleaccurate

LowXR2

Microarchitecture

MicroXR2
Instruction

Architecture
Evaluation

Stage

Resource

Behavior

Implementation

Fig. 2 Taxonomy for Dividing the Design Space
In devising our framework, we enumerated the
simulation objectives. Information required to achieve
each simulation objective determines the design stage.
We divided the required information, which should be
provided by a designer, into four design stages according to the following criteria.
 simulation speed issue: a design stage should be as
high as possible for the objectives of modeling and
simulation
 Seamless design issue: a design stage should not be
too far from the both higher/lower neighbor design
stage
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Information exchange between design stages
should be well dened

The Resulting XR2 framework has four design
stages as in Fig.1. Three of the design stages, HiXR2,
cycle accurate LowXR2 and MicroXR2, exist in many
other frameworks4]. First, HiXR2 is a design stage
for instruction set architecture, which consists of instruction set and addressing modes. Fig.2 shows that
behavior is described at per-instruction basis and architecture is instruction set architecture. This design stage
enables us to determine what instructions and addressing modes are useful for a specic application. Cycle
accurate LowXR2 is a design stage with which we can
model the cycle accurate behavior including all the operations on storage elements. In this design stage, behavior is dened for stages and architecture is pipelined
architecture as in Fig.2. This model helps us determine
a pipeline architecture including data path and control
path. A disadvantage of this model is poor simulation
performance. The last one, MicroXR2, is an implementation stage. Generally, this consists of HDL models.
Fig.3 shows the overall ow of our framework. The
trace will be explained in Chapter 5.
In this work, we added an extra design stage called
Token-level LowXR2 which addresses the slow simulation speed with cycle accurate LowXR2. Token-level
LowXR2 , although it does not render a cycle accurate
snapshot of storage elements, helps evaluating a candidate design in a fast way. We call this extra stage
of simulation as token-level because this stage treats
each instruction as a token which is passed between
pipeline stages based on the following architecture data:
latency, resource availability, data dependency and inorder execution guarantee. These data are often called
static since the simulator can extract them from the
pipeline architecture description unlike real values of
storages which can be determined only at run-time.
Clearly we observed that it is unnecessarily too inecient to simulate these statically extractable data at cycle accurate simulation stage. Therefore, in our framework, the token-level simulator extracts these data by
performing the control path cycle accurate simulation
with the description of the static architecture and instruction set simulation. As shown later, we observed
in our experiments that this reuses of static data at cycle accurate simulation stage dramatically reduce the
overall simulation time.
We should make it sure that to rapidly evaluate
processor architecture in terms of total cycle count,
area and power estimation for large design space exploration, one needs not perform traditional slow cycleaccurate simulation. Instead, he(or she) has only to
perform fast token-level simulation for that purpose.
The next two sections describe design stages,
HiXR2 and Token-level LowXR2 respectively, in more
detail. We will focus on the Token-level LowXR2 be-

Instruction Set Architecture
Design
Instruction Set Architecture
in HiXR2

Instruction Set Simulation
no

Satisfiable?

Application

yes
Token-level
Pipeline Architecture Design

trace

Pipeline Architecture
in Token-level LowXR2

Token-level Pipeline Simulation
no

Satisfiable?
yes
Cycle-true
Pipeline Architecture Design
Cycle-true Set Architecture
in Cycle-true LowXR2

Cycle-true Pipeline Simulation

Fig. 3 Overall Flow of Modeling and Simulation in XR2
Framework

cause this is the major contribution of our framework.
We will not explain the cycle accurate LowXR2 in this
paper because it is similar to cycle-accurate model in
other frameworks.

4.

HiXR2 : Overview and Backgrounds

4.1 Semantics : HiISA
This design stage denes the target processor with instruction set, addressing mode, storage set and two relations. The semantics of HiXR2, HiISA, is dened as
follows.
HiISA = < IS AM ST RIA  RAS >, where
 IS : a structured set of instructions
 AM : a set of addressing modes
 ST : a set of storages of target architecture
 RIA  IS  AM : A relation between the instruction set and addressing modes
 RAS  AM  fST  IMM g : A relation between
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the addressing modes and associated storages and
IMM.
{ IMM is dened for the immediate addressing
mode. This is handled separately because this
has no relationship with storage elements
4.2 Semantics : Syntax and Example
Syntax is the textual representation of HiISA. It consists of three sections, each of which corresponds to the
respective set of HiISA
Storage arm9x_Storage {
Memory dmem {
nummemcells 10000
}
RegisterFile GR {
type INTEGER NumOfRegs 17 Naming r
}
}

Fig. 4 Storage Speci cation
Fig.4 shows the storage description exemplied by
the ARM9 processor. It consists of memory element
and register les. Each register declaration has its type
and naming. In addition, register le has the number
of register slots.
AddrMode ASR_IMM : arm9x_AddrMode {
operands {
2
GR Rm
IMMEDIATE imm
}
syntax { Rm ";" "ASR " imm }
action {
temp_operand = arshift(Rm, imm);
return temp_operand;
}
}

Instruction add : ArithmeticOPs {
mnemonic "ADD"
operands {
3
REG Rd : DST
REG Rn : SRC
Oprnd2 Oprnd2 : SRC
}
action {
Rd = add(Rn, Oprnd2);
SetBit(CPSR, 29, carry) ;
SetBit(CPSR, 28, overflow);
if (Rd == 0) SetBit(CPSR,30,1);
else
SetBit(CPSR,30,0);
SetBit(CPSR, 31, GetBit(Rd,31));
}
}

Fig. 6 Instruction Speci cation
le. Encoding information is optional because we support simulation with assembly code. We leave how the
instruction and addressing modes are encoded as a further work because adequate algorithm for it will help
power and area optimization.

5. Token-level
ture

LowXR2 : Pipeline Architec-

5.1 Brief Overview
Fig.7(a) shows the ow chart of traditional cycleaccurate simulator. We proled a cycle-accurate simulator for g.721 benchmark from MediaBench. The exemplied architecture is ARM9TDMI processor. Table1 illustrates the relative time spent for important
processes in cycle-accurate simulation.
The most time-consuming task is the data-path
behavior executed at a stage by an instruction for
each phase(the shaded portion of Fig7.(a)). TokenCycle_count++

Cycle_count++

Assembly code
Assembly code

Fig. 5 Addressing Mode Speci cation

All stage entered

Trace from
HiXR2 simulation

For issuable stages
All stage entered
For issuable stages

Not all stage entered
Issue instruction to the stage

Fig.5 shows the addressing mode description for
ARM9. It has operand, syntax and action components.
Operands section declares the number of operand and
what storage is used including immediate. Action section is a C/C++ description of the addressing mode,
which returns the reference of storage implied by the
addressing mode.
Finally, the instruction description of HiXR2 is
shown at Fig.6. It consists of mnemonic section,
operands section and action section. The body of action section is also a C/C++ description. Functions
used within this section are implemented at external

Not all stage entered
Issue instruction to the stage
For all stages
Not all stage entered
Perform activities defined at
Cycle-true LowXR2 model
All stage entered
For all stages

All stage
entered

Not all stage entered
Move completed instruction
to pipeline register

(a) Conventional Cycle-Accurate Simulator

For all stages

All stage
entered

Not all stage entered
Move completed instruction
to pipeline register

(b) Token-level Simulator

Fig. 7 Dierence between Cycle-accurate Simulation and
Token-level Simulation
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Table 1 Pro ling the Cycle-accurate Simulation for G.721
Condition check if instruction can enter a stage
Initialization performed when instruction is issued to a stage
Data-path behavior for instruction & addressing mode
clean-up(instruction in stage ! pipeline register)
OS overhead(API and function call)
Total

level LowXR2 enables a rapid evaluation of processor
architecture by eliminating this overhead of data-path
processing. The resulting simulator has the form of
Fig.7(b). As the gure describes, the token-level simulator does not perform any datapath operation which is
implied by an instruction such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication, load, store etc. This kind of operation
occupies much portion of simulation time because every
instruction has its operation to execute.
If we assume that scheduling of an instruction
within pipeline consists of (i) issuing instruction to
the rst stage, (ii) passing instruction in one stage
to the next stage, (iii) determining stall on data hazard/resource con ict and (iv) ushing the pipeline for
branching instruction, the following information is sufcient to perform scheduling.
 Pipeline architecture, dened as a sequence of
stages
 Data transfer path between stages
 Latency information for stages
 Stage-resource relationship
 The target addresses resolved for branch instructions
With the Token-level LowXR2, one can model and
parameterize the above architectural choices. We will
see the semantics, syntax and simulator algorithm in
more detail.
5.2 Semantics: B-PASS
B-PASS = < HiISA STAGES RES pipe resource lat >
where
 STAGES : set of pipeline stages
 RES : set of resources
 pipe : IS  AM ! STAGES n for positive integer
n
{ The pipeline architecture is dened as sequence of elements of set STAGES and a function of instruction set and addressing modes.
 resource : IS  AM  STAGES ! RES
 lat : STAGES  IS  AM ! I  I where I is a
set of non-negative integer.
{ Stage has latency information: issue/result latency.

sec. spent
0.05656
0.06019
0.54497
0.07688
0.38968
1.12828

% spent
5.013
5.335
48.301
6.814
34.538
100

B-PASS(Basic Pipeline Architecture System Specication) formalism denes pipeline architecture in a
hierarchical way from HiISA. STAGES is a set of stages
which constitute pipeline architecture. RES is a set of
resources. pipe is a function that maps instruction set
and addressing mode to a pipeline architecture which
is a sequence of stages. We can model what resources
are used at what stage, depending on an instruction
and addressing mode with resource function. Latency
information is specied with lat function. The rst integer n is an issue latency, which implies that the stage
can receive a new instruction every nth clock cycle. The
second integer n is a result latency, which implies that
n clock cycles are necessary for an instruction to nish
its job at the stage.
5.3 Syntax
The syntax of Token-level LowXR2 consists of ve
sections: general section, instruction aliasing section,
pipeline section, resource section and stage section.
Fig.8(a) shows the pipeline section. This denes the
pipeline architecture of all the instruction with the sequence of stages. This implies the data-path implicitly.
Resource section denes the type and the number of
resources used at the architecture as Fig.8(b).
<PIPELINE>
ALL_INSTS
{ (IF, ID, EX, MEM, WB); }
</PIPELINE>
(a) Pipeline specification

<RESOURCE>
ALU;
RPORT : 2;
…
</RESOURCE>
(b) Resource specification

Fig. 8 Pipeline and Resource Speci cation
Fig.9 shows the stage section description exemplied by ARM9 processor. One can model and parameterize various architectural choices at stage section
easily as in the gure. There are ve stages, each of
which has issue latency and result latency. This example shows only the single-cycle stages. Multi-cycle
stage can be modeled by assigning adequate integers to
issue latency and result latency parameters. Most of
the current o-the-shelf processors use the two phase
activities. The phase keyword species at which phase
the described activities would be performed. For example, at the rst phase, which is dened as the time
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<STAGE>
IF {
issue latency = 1; result latency = 1;
phase(0){ use PC; }
switch(inst){
case(BRANCH_INSTS):
phase(0){ lock PC; }
}
}
ID{
issue latency = 1; result latency = 1;
phase(0){ fetch_opds; lock_dest; }
}
EX{
issue latency = 1; result latency = 1;
use ALU;
switch(inst){
case(BRANCH_INSTS):
phase(0){ unlock PC;}
case(ALU_INSTS):
phase(1){ bypass_to EX; }
}
}
MEM{
issue latency = 1; result latency = 1;
}
WB{
issue latency = 1; result latency = 1;
phase(0){ unlock_dest; }
}
</STAGE>

Fig. 9 Stage Speci cation
the clock goes high, PC is unlocked for the branch instruction. At the second phase, which is the time the
clock does down, the results are bypassed to the EX
stage in case the instruction is a kind of ALU instruction. switch statement is introduced for modeling convenience. use, lock, unlock keywords are for modeling
resource connectivity to stages. The keyword use species resource utilization for single cycle. lock and unlock
keywords species a resource utilization encompassing
the boundary of stages.
In addition, some syntactic sugars specialized to
processor architecture are supported. For example,
with keywords fetch opds, lock dest, unlock dest and
bypass to can we model the data path of processor.
When keyword lock dest is specied at a stage, it implies that the destination register should be locked at
the stage to declare this register is unavailable. Keyword unlock dest performs the unlocking of the destination register. Keyword fetch opds implies that operand
fetching is done at the stage. If the registers which
contain the source operands are locked by other instruction, it should wait till the registers become available. Keyword bypass to species the forwarding logic.
This keyword has a stage argument to which the result,
obtainable by decoding the assembly code, is directly
forwarded to. With these keywords and simple scoreboarding algorithm17] can we model and simulate the
data hazard easily. There are a few keywords for modeling convenience such as switch or case, but all the
keywords for modeling data-path of a processor are described above.
The behavior of an instruction is not specied be-

cause the simulation at this abstraction level does not
perform the evaluation of register value at all. In other
words, only information about control-path is specied.
This is helpful in simplifying not only the modeling but
also retargeting a processor.
5.4 Token-level LowXR2 Simulation
The simulation algorithm of Token-level LowXR2 consists of the following three steps:
for every stage
 (step1) to check the condition if an instruction can
enter a stage


(step2) to initialize simulation-related parameters
if condition of (step1) is evaluated to be true

(step3) to cleanup the parameter value when a
stage has completed instruction
One cycle is consumed between (step3) and
(step1).


5.4.1 Conditions to passing instructions between
stages
Each stage model has issue latency count and result
latency count for simulation. They are initialized with
their corresponding latencies when an instruction enters the stage(step2). The count values decrement by
one to zero each time a clock cycle passes.
The conditions for an instruction to enter a stage
are depicted in Fig.10(a) and Fig.10(b). Fig.10(a)
shows the issueing condition of an instruction to the
rst stage of a pipeline. First, issue latency count
should be zero, which implies that at lease the amount
of issue latency cycles has passed after the previous instruction enters the stage. The second condition is that
the resource should be free. This resource handling is
used not only for checking resource con icts but also
power estimation. Power estimator exploits the number of accesses to resources. Fig.10(b) shows the conditions of an instruction to proceed from a stage to its
next stage.
In addition to the two conditions of the previous
case, two more conditions should be considered. For a
stage where operands are fetched, the source operand
registers should be available that is, no previous instruction has declared the register to be its result register and has not written to the register yet. When an
instruction goes to a stage where operand fetch should
be performed, it rst checks if the source operand is
available by looking into the scoreboard bit. If available, it can proceed to the next stage when its result
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instruction

FETCH
Issue latency : 1
Result latency : 1

S1

…

…

Current sequence : 10

Issue latency count : 0
Result latency count : 0

Issue condition
(i) Issue latency count = 0
(ii) PC is free

S1

Resource 1

…
Current sequence: 9

S2
…

Expected sequence : 10

Current sequence : 11
Expected sequence : …

DECODE
Issue latency : 1
Result latency : 1

SINGLE_ALU_EX
Issue latency : 1
Result latency : 1

Issue latency count : 0
Result latency count : 0

Issue latency count : 0
Result latency count : 0

Current sequence : 10

Current sequence: 9

Expected sequence : 11

Expected sequence : 10

AR

Current sequence : 10
S3

Expected sequence : …

(a) Issue condition

AGU

ALU1

Selected to be issued to s3:
Expected sequence of s3 =
current sequence of s1

(b) Instruction handover condition
between stages

Fig. 10 Conditions for Instruction Proceeding
latency is zero. If not, it should wait for the instruction that locked the register to unlock it. Dependency
checking of implicitly used registers such as status register is also handled. When an instruction enters a stage
where it is specied to lock the destination, it should
lock the destination.
The fourth condition is for guaranteing in-order
execution as in Fig.11. Two variables are managed
by the token-level simulator, current sequence and the
expected sequence. Current sequence implies the sequence number of instruction which resides in the stage.
Expected sequence of a stage implies what instruction
the stage expects to come. When the stage s3 has two
ancestor stages s1 and s2, this condition decides which
instructions at s1 and s2 will be issued to the stage
s3(Fig.11). By setting the expected sequence of s3 with
minimum execution sequence of s1 and s2, the simulator can decide which instruction can proceed to s3 next
time. Earlier issued instruction enters a stage earlier in
case of con ict.

S2
…

…
Current sequence: 9
Expected sequence : 10

Current sequence : 11

MIN(10, 11)

Expected sequence : …

Fig. 11 In-order Execution Guarantee

ALU1

condition
(i) Issue latency count of single_ALU_EX= 0
(ii) At least, one of two ALU1s is free
(iii) The operand register is free for the operand fetching stage
(iv) The instruction expected by SINGLE_ALU_EX is equal to
the instruction that completes at DECODE ( = 10)

S3
Expected sequence : …

.L6:

LDR r0, [sp;#20]
CMP r0,#0
BEQ .L6
LDR r0, [SP;#28]
AND r1, r0, #15
STR r1, [sp;#24]
LDR r0, [sp;#4]

?

Fig. 12 Inability to Predict Target Address
Because our simulator does not evaluate the real
value for r0 register in Fig.12, it can not determine the
target address. We solved this problem by introducing
the trace-driven simulation. A trace is a real execution
sequence of a program. We can obtain it with a fast
instruction set simulation as in Fig.3. In other words,
we can exactly know all the target addresses of branch
instructions by performing fast instruction set simulation. To reduce the trace le size, the following format
is introduced.
(Program counter of branch instruction, target address)
Instruction Memory
address
50
100

(100, 200)

200
(200, 250)
250

5.4.2 Resolving ambiguous target address:trace-driven
simulation

Fig. 13 Treatment of the Trace Information

We have shown how our Token-level LowXR2 simulator
handles the model without evaluating the true values
of storage elements. However, branching instruction,
which modies the program counter directly based on
result of comparison instruction, causes ambiguous target problem as in Fig.12.

Fig.13 shows how our simulator treats the trace.
(100 200) implies that when simulator fetches instruction located at memory address 100, the instruction is
a branch instruction and the simulator should fetch the
instruction located at the memory address 200. If the
next trace is (250 50), the simulator jumps to memory
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address 50 when the simulator meets the instruction of
location 250
Simulations for dierent pipeline architectures,
which have the same instruction set architecture, can
share only one trace, if they can be abstracted to the
same instruction set architecture. This is an advantage
of top-down framework. In case that an instruction set
architecture does not meet constraints, one should introduce new instructions or delete useless instructions.
To investigate the correctness, code density and instruction mix with the new instruction set architecture,
one should perform instruction set simulation. With
the trace obtained by the simulation can one evaluate
dierent pipeline architectures, too.

6. Experiment
We experimented with ARM9TDMI to show how the
token-level simulation reduces the exploration time.
ARM9TDMI is a high performance Thumb compatible processor, to provide a performance upgrade path
from the ARM7TDMI. We used ADPCM, IDCT and
g.721 benchmarks which are members of MediaBench.
The experiment is done using AMD AthlonXP 2100+,
whose operating system is Windows XP.
We compared the performance of instruction set
simulator, token-level pipeline simulator and cycle accurate simulator as shown in Table 2. The simulation
results are presented in terms of MIPS(million instructions for second) and MCPS (million cycles per second).
We applied compiled simulation technique to our
HiXR2 simulator, which results in simulation performance above 20MIPS. Compared to that, the performance of pipeline simulator is inferior because of considerable amount of processing for synchronizing all the
stages.
The dierence between cycle-accurate simulation
and token-level simulation results from additional data
path operations as depicted in Figure 7. The additional
data path operations include (i) calculating memory address, (ii) propagating data values between stages via
pipeline registers and (iii) performing operation dened
for each instruction. For fair comparison, same techniques are applied to each simulator.
Then, we will see how the time required for design
space exploration can be reduced under the following
assumptions:
 Instruction set architecture is xed
{ 1 instruction set simulation is necessary
 After n pipeline simulations, we can nd satisable
design
{ n pipeline simulations should be performed
{ Average x number of cycles are executed
{ Average y number of instruction are executed

Then the time required to explore a design stage
using traditional cycle accurate simulation is as follows:
x
;6
t1 = n  MCPScycle
true (in 10 second)
The exploration time proposed in this paper requires only one instruction set simulation and n tokenlevel simulations. This is formalized as follows:
x
;6
t2 = MIPSy ISS + n  MCPStoken
level (in 10 second)
Then the speedup is as follows.

y
x
MIPSISS +n MCPStoken level  100
x
n MCPScycle true
y

MCPS
MCPScycle true )  100
cycle
true
= ( nxMIPSISS + MCPS
token level
MCPScycle true  100
 MCPStoken
level

speedup = tt12  100 =

For example, we expect 76.5% speedup in exploring the design stage with adpcm benchmark. We expect
68.7% and 57.1% speedup for idct and g.721 respectively.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that the time required to
explore a large design space can greatly be reduced due
to the two factors. One is retargetable framework which
renders us simulator fast by reconguring the machine
descriptions. The other is the token-level simulation
which enables us to evaluate each candidate design of
pipeline architecture in a rapid way. The hierarchical framework is found to be a good solution for the
objective-driven modeling and evaluation of a processor.
Formal specication of design space is necessary
for design space construction and exploration. To be a
useful environment for a design space exploration, adequate domain knowledge should be re ected in a formal
way. More exible debugging technique is possible such
as debugging-from-the-middle. To investigate the behavior of a processor at the nth cycle, there is no other
way except performing slow cycle accurate simulation
to the nth cycle. But by combining fast instruction set
simulator and fast token-level simulator, we can jump
to the nth cycle very fast. From the (n - (number of
stages of longest pipeline))th cycle, the cycle accurate
simulator starts to run with memory managed by instruction set simulator. These are reserved as further
work.
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